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TruckPay Appoints Jack Pearson, Logistics Manager and Head of Ready-mix Operations for Lehigh
Hanson in San Diego California to the Company’s Advisory Board
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Tenafly New Jersey
TruckPay’s CEO Barry Honig said, “we are thrilled to have Jack join our team. His more than 35 years of
experience in aggregates and ready-mix production and logistics will prove invaluable to us as we
continue to develop and deploy our World Class TruckPay logistics platform.” Jack said, “I’m delighted to
have been asked to join the TruckPay Advisory Board. I believe that TruckPay’s state of the art,
enterprise class software, will not only be able to completely eliminate the use of paper tickets from both
domestic and international operations, for all of the industries that TruckPay serves, but will also provide
us, and TruckPay’s other customers, with a front-to-back solution for dispatching and tracking deliveries ,
a market place for engaging independent owner-operators and subcontractors to do the deliveries, and
an ability to quickly pay all trucking vendors with either the click of a mouse or through interfaces to thirdparty systems like SAP.” Jack went on to say, “I’m extremely impressed with the can-do and customerfirst culture that Barry has instilled at the company. It is great to work with a technology firm that believes
that software should be flexible enough to adapt to the customer’s needs, rather than the customer
having to adapt to the software.” Barry Honig said, “In these uncertain times of COVID, it is more
important than ever for the aggregates , ready-mix, scrap metal, recycling, demolition, and agricultural
industries to be as digital as possible, so that drivers and site personnel don’t have to pass paper from
hand-to-hand or to touch commonly used surfaces. All of us at TruckPay, are happy to do our part to
help reopen the economy safely.”, Barry concluded.

About TruckPay:
TruckPay provides highly secure, mobile and cloud-based enterprise truck scale management software and
a complete paperless ticket platform for the aggregates, demolition, recycling, scrap metal, and material
supply industries.
The powerhouse father-son team and company co-founders are Barry and Benjamin Honig. Barry is blind
and brings many years of technology and business experience, eliminating paper tickets from trading in the
financial services industry to automating logistics. Barry’s son, Benjamin, is a two-time Apple WWDC
Scholarship winner. Benjamin has a remarkable talent for creating very user-friendly apps.
For all press inquiries, more product information or to arrange a demo, contact Barry Honig at
barry@truckpay.com or call 866-901-7884 Ext. 6
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